
W) Westinghouse

ATTN: Document Control Desk
Director, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Westinghouse Electric Company LLC
Hematite Decommissioning Project
3300 State Road P
Festus, MO 63028
USA t§ J_, Ar-

Direct tel: 314-810-3368
Direct fax: 636-937-6380

E-mail: hackmaek@westinghouse.com

Our ref: HEM-09-39
Date: April 17, 2009

Subject:

Reference:

Withdrawal of Proprietary Information and Submittal of Non-Proprietary
Probable Cause (License No. SNM-00033, Docket No. 070-00036)

1 J. J. Hayes (NRC) letter to E. K. Hackmann (HDP), "Application for
Withholding Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure"

2 E. K. Hackmann (HDP) letter to Document Control Desk (NRC), AW-09-
2532/HEM-09-10, dated February 13, 2009, "Application for Withholding
Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure"

3 E. K. Hackmann (HDP) letter to Document Control Desk (NRC), dated
December 18, 2008, HEM-08-108, "Westinghouse Reported Event 30 Day
Follow Up Report"

Dear Sirs:

Reference 1 denied Westinghouse Electric Company's (Westinghouse) request contained in
Reference 2 to withhold from public disclosure certain Proprietary information related to the
Westinghouse CAP system- Reference 2 was submitted to provide the probable cause associated
with a December 18, 2008 report (Reference 3). The Westinghouse Hematite Decommissioning
Project (HDP) herein has eliminated the proprietary information in Reference 2, retaining the
substantive information relating to the probable cause of the event as Enclosure 1 to this letter,
which can be released to the public. As a result, HDP hereby withdraws Reference 2 as
unnecessary and requests all copies be returned. The original document will remain available for
inspection in the HDP records system.

If you have any questions concerning this letter or the attached report, please contact Gerard
Couture, Hematite Licensing Manager, at 803-647-2045.

Sincerely, \ N47

E. Kurt Hackmann
Director, Hematite Decommissioning Project
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cc: J. J. Hayes, NRC/FSME/DWMEP/DURLD
C. Lipa, NRC Region III/DNMS/MCID
G. M. McCann, NRC Region III/DNMS/MCID
J. A. McCully, Westinghouse
W. G. Snell, NRC Region III/DNMS/DB
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ENCLOSURE

Probable Cause for Potential SNM Greater than Expected in Process Buildings
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References: (A) E. K. Hackmann (HDP) letter to Document Control Desk (NRC), dated
December 18, 2008, HEM-08-108, "Westinghouse Reported Event 30 Day
Follow Up Report"

(B) T. D. Chance (HDP) letter to Document Control Desk (NRC), dated
January 31, 2006, "Response to NRC Request for Additional Information
(TAC No. L52641)"

(C) T. D. Chance (HDP) letter to Document Control Desk (NRC), dated
March 17, 2006, "Response to NRC Request for Additional Information for
Review of the Hematite Former Fuel Cycle Facility - Building Demolition
Amendment Request (TAC No. L52641)"

Reference (A) provided a 30 day follow-up written report in accordance with 10 CFR
70.50(c)(2). The information below is provided as part of the Reference (A) report, for a
description of the probable cause as required in accordance with 10 CFR 70.50(c)(2)(ii):

"iii) The probable cause of the event, including allfactors that contributed to the
event and the manufacturer and model number (if applicable) of any equipment that
failed or malfunctioned;,"

1. Event Description

During the fall of 2008, HDP was performing inspections and surveys to baseline the condition
of the Process Buildings. The purpose of these inspections was to have the information
necessary to plan the work to put the Process Buildings in a "ready-for-demolition" status.
During those inspections, HDP identified equipment and piping with elevated radiation readings,
suggesting the presence of uranium residues inside. On November 10, 2008, HDP began
translating radiation readings on the piping into an amount ofU-235 in the piping.

Situation That Occurred

HDP observed that the level of contamination may be greater than expected in the Process
Buildings. The preliminary results of the fall 2008 characterization surveys and sampling were
compiled to the extent that suggested the inventory of residual mass may have been higher than
previously estimated (the results of previous data estimated the residual contamination as
approximately 250 grams of U-235). However, HDP was most concerned at the time with
ensuring the bounds of criticality safety were not exceeded, rather than with quantifying the
actual amount of Special Nuclear Material. The measurement method used was therefore more
appropriately likely to over-estimate the amount.

Consequences
The NRC was notified on November 19, 2008. HDP stopped all work inside or on the roof of
the Process Buildings on November 20, 2008. Subsequently, NRC issued Confirmatory Action
Letter 3-08-005, dated December 15, 2008.
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2. Observations

Precursors That Directly Influenced The Event

The Primary Interference Removal Project refers to an effort that Westinghouse subcontracted to
remove most process equipment, ventilation and piping in the Process Buildings circa 2005.

a. The work documents for the Primary Interference Removal Project had a less than
adequate definition of what was to be removed.

The work documents used during the Primary Interference Removal Project did not specifically
identify all of the piping to be removed (e.g., through a diagram or detailed written description,
such as remove piping from the "x" component to the "y" component). In most cases, the
currently remaining piping (i.e., as observed during the fall 2008 surveys) appears to have been
previously connected to one or more major components that were removed (e.g., micronizer and
slugging press). Although the work documents required labeling the main item as process
equipment, labels were not required to establish the boundaries of what was to be removed or left
for later removal.

The contractor's work document did not specify an HDP sign-off that the work was complete.
The Work Control Procedure did not require that work documents specify requirements for close
out of the work plan, such as inspection of the work area by supervision.

The former Operations Manager (i.e., the manager during and after the Primary Interference
Removal Project) held the opinion that there was no process piping or equipment left in the
Process Buildings at the conclusion of the Project.

The end state of the Primary Interference Removal Project was inconsistently described in
project documentation (issued before, during, and after the work).

b. The radiological status, including U-235, of the Process Buildings was not fully evaluated
to establish a new baseline after the Primary Interference Removal Project.

There is no evidence that a comprehensive search for U-235 occurred. As stated in Reference
(B), RAI #3:

"After fixatives are applied, the expected quantity of loose surface contamination will be
less than 250 grams U0 2, based on surfaces having less than 500 dpm/100cm 3 of
Uranium contamination."'I

As a result of the fall 2008 surveys, over 300 feet of piping has been found to have elevated
radiation readings2 requiring additional work to determine the amount of any U-235 in them. In

1 The term "loose surface contamination" in this reference is probably not accurate, in that the surveys performed

actually measured total alpha (loose plus fixed) surface contamination. This is explained more fully and accurately
in Reference (C).
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addition, 14 larger items require an estimate of U-235. This work will be accomplished after the
stop work order prohibiting access to the Process Buildings is resolved.

The former RSO (i.e., the RSO during the Primary Interference Removal Project) has
subsequently provided information that:

o surveys and routine periodic surveys prior to and after application of fixatives were the
confirmation/validation surveys after equipment removal ceased;

o the 250 gram estimate was for the building rubble specific to building demolition;
o the equipment that remained (as a couple of filter banks and a hopper) was not strictly

part of building demolition, although they would be removed when building demolition
opened a path for removal;

o all the process piping was removed; only stainless steel steam-line piping remained.

As an observation of this probable cause evaluation, it was noted that radiological survey results
(performed prior to and after application of fixatives) list floors, walls, and stairs in the
descriptions of the surveys. That is, there is no mention of piping or equipment in survey results.

c. HDP Letter HEM-06-24, dated March 17, 2006, contained a response to an NRC RAI
that was less than adequate.

NRC requested a complete listing of U-235 present in the Process Buildings. The response
(Reference (C)) provided an estimate of U-235 remaining in the Process Buildings that only
"represent the total of residual contamination left on the surfaces in the former process
buildings". Other items with a known estimate of U-235 still remained in the Process Buildings
as of March 17, 2006. These items were planned to be removed at the time of demolition when
openings in the structure were large enough to remove the items.

From records dated October - December 2005, the following data in Table 1 was obtained. It is
not clear why the U-235 contained in the above items were not included in the estimate.

I Table 1. Non-nining Items with Documented U-235 Estimates

Item U-235 (grams)

8 of the remaining 21 filter banks had documentation 22.7
with gram estimates

23 of the remaining 24 parts from 6 mixers 6.6
(micronizers) had documentation with gram estimates

2 equipment pieces in Building 255 had documentation 2.4
with gram estimates

Total 31.7

2 In particular, piping elbows had elevated readings.
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There is no evidence that HDP considered comprehensive radiological surveys of the Process
Buildings as necessary before responding to the RAI request for a complete listing of U-235
present in the Process Buildings. Rather, the information known at the time was provided (see
Reference (C), responses to NRC Question #1 and Question #2).

An informal spreadsheet used to generate the 250 gram estimate of U-235 did not state
assumptions.

3. Probable Cause

The following are deemed to be apparent causes for the event:

" Less than adequate work control procedures:
o Less than adequate definition of items in the work instructions to be removed

during the Primary Interference Removal Project.
o Less than adequate requirements for work document closeout.

" There is no evidence that surveys were conducted of all items remaining in the Process
Buildings to determine their radiological status, including any residual U-235.

" Less than adequate requirements for documenting and independently reviewing technical
basis evaluations.
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